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CHAPTER I

The compounds termed cyclopolyphosphines are substances containing a number of phosphorus atoms linked one to another by formal
single, electron pair bonds and having an organic group, R, also bound
to each group V atom.

This leaves each phosphorus atom in a tetra-

hedrally disposed environment with each being attached to two other
phosphorus nuclei, one pendant R group, and each having one exocyclic
lone pair of electrons.
Cyclopolyphosphines with three-, four-, five-, and six-membered
ring sizes have been reported.

The structure and nomenclature for

this class of compounds was shown below (Figure 1) giving the com.m.on
literature name and, in parentheses, the name used by 'Chemical
Abstracts.
The methods for preparing alkyl and aryl cyclopolyphosphines
include the reaction of the appropriate organophosphonous dihalide
with the corresponding primary phosphine;

RPX^ + RPH^
2
2

> 2/n (RP) + 2HX .
n

This reaction gives yields of around 80% but necessitates the preparation of both the primary phosphine and the phosphonous dihalide.
Another common method for producing cyclopolyphosphines is the reduction of alkyl, aryl, or perfluoroalkylphosphonous dihalides with an
active metal such as Li, Mg, Na, or Hg;

RPX^ + M
2

> 1/n (RP) + MX^ .
n
Z

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 1.

Structure, indicating phosphorus lone pairs, A, cyclotriphosphine(triphosphirane); B, cyclotetraphosphine(tetraphosphetane); C, cyclopentaphosphine(pentaphospholane);
D, cyclohexaphosphine(hexaphosphorinene).

There are numerous other methods for producing cyclopolyphosphines;
however, they produce much lower yields and involve elaborate and
sometimes indirect methods.
The chemistry of cyclopolyphosphines dates to the preparation
in 1877 by Kohler and Michaelis

of the compound phosphobenzene,

to which they assigned the dimeric structure PhP = PPh by analogy to
azobenzene, PhN = NPh.

This structure was accepted, until 80

years later, when Mahler and Burg

(2)

prepared tetrakis(trifluoro-

methyl)cyclotetraphosphine, (CF P),, and suggested by analogy that
the structure of phosphobenzene was a cyclic tetramer, (PhP),. With
this renewed interest in cyclopolyphosphines, Henderson, Epstein and
Seichter (3) isolated four isomeric forms of phosphobenzene which have
been shown to be four-, five-, and six-membered rings. Phosphobenzene
exemplifies the major problem faced by researchers in this area; a
simple method for ring size determination. Until very recently, the
ring size of cyclopolyphosphines had been shown unequivocally only
in a few cases, and then only by solid state crystal structures.
Even so, there were questions as to ring size integrity in solution.
Standard methods of analysis, such as molecular weight determination,
mass spectrometry, and vibrational spectroscopy, gave anomalously
low values. The recent reinvestigation of cyclopolyphosphines by
Smith and Mills

(4 5)
* has shown a direct correlation between ring

size and 31P NMR spectra, provided that all other nuclear spins
are decoupled.

The analysis of

31
P NMR spectra of cyclopolyphosphines

generally requires the assumption that phosphorus atom lone pairs of

electrons alternate in a trans manner around the ring.

This is to be

expected to minimize lone pair-lone pair and R group-R group

inter-

31
actions, as is seen in Figure 1.

Thus the

P NMR of four- and six-

membered cyclopolyphosphines, when all other nuclei are decoupled,
collapse to singlets as would be expected for A, and A^ spin systems
and the three- and five-membered rings yield the expected AB„ and
AA'BB'C spin systems, respectively.

Using this argument Smith and

Mills with corrected values for ring size noted that the

31
P chemical

shifts were indicative of ring size: five-membered rings all resonate
approximately between -20 and +10 ppm relative to 85% phosphoric acid,
four-membered rings between +50 and +75 ppm, and three-membered rings
between +140 and +145 ppm.

The one known cyclohexaphosphine, hexa-

phenylcyclohexaphosphine, resonates at +22 ppm.
between ring size and the

The relationship

31
P chemical shift of cyclopolyphosphines

can be understood when it is noted that a linear relationship exists
between the

31
P chemical shift and the average endocyclic P-P-P

bond angle for known crystal structures (Figure 2).

Clearly the average

hybridization of the phosphorus atoms, as dictated by the ring size,
is the dominant factor in the

31
P chemical shift.

In addition to the problems associated with determination of ring
sizes in cyclopolyphosphines, the factors controlling ring sizes has
also remained obscure.

For example, where the R group is methyl, the

ring size is five; for perfluoromethyl, four and five; for ethyl,
five; and for perfluoroethyl, three and four.
It is probable during the complex reactions that occur in the
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31,
" P NMR chemical shift dependence of cyclopolyphosphines
on average endocyclic P-P-P bond angle, where 1 = (C2F5P) ,
2 = (i-CsFyP)
3 = (CF3P)4, 4 = (C H P)
5 = (C.H-P).,"^
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synthesis of cyclopolyphosphines that a wide range of ring sizes are
produced.

However, as the reaction proceeds or during isolation and

purification, one ring size will be thermally or kinetically more
favorable than the others, thus giving only one ring size in the final
product.

For alkyl substituents one ring size normally will be

favored to the exclusion of others. However, with perfluoro substituents two ring sizes are often seen, indicating the ring sizes
are nearly equi-energetic.
The determining factor in the ring size of alkylcyclopolyphosphines appears to be the steric crowding of the pendant organic
groups.

Four-membered rings are favored when the organic group is

bulky, e.g., cyclohexyl, _t-butyl, _i-propyl, and five-membered rings
when the alkyl group is unbranched at the carbon directly bonded
to phosphorus. The isopropyl group is borderline in size and consists
at equilibrium as both four- and five-membered rings.
In the perfluoroalkylcyclopolyphosphine rings, steric crowding
does not seem to be the dominant factor.

The high electronegativity

of these substituents is also an important factor. The fact that only
a few perfluorocyclopolyphines have been prepared makes it impossible
to comment upon the major factors involved in their ring size determination.

Clearly other perfluorinated rings must be synthesized

before any predictive schemes may be postulated.

Another factor

complicating the study of perfluorocyclopolyphosphine rings is their
propensity to give multiple ring sizes. Three of the four reported
perfluorocyclopolyphosphine systems yield multiple ring sizes, e.g..

perfluoromethyl, perfluoroethyl, and perfluoro-n-propyl.
The multiple factors dictating ring size in these systems are
shown in the fact that both kinetically and thermally favored products
are seen.

In all known systems where multiple ring sizes are seen

for perfluoroalkylcyclopolyphosphines, one ring size is thermally
favored.

For example, during formation both four- and five-membered

ring sizes are seen for the perfluoromethyl group. Yet if allowed to
stand at room temperature the five-membered ring is wholly converted
to the thermally stable four-membered ring. How this conversion
takes place is a subject of debate among workers in this area.
Clearly a total study of the kinetics of this complicated ring interconversion process would be one of immense difficulty.

However, a

study of the initial step of this reaction to determine if it
involves ring opening or a multi-ring interaction would be very
helpful in the understanding of these complex systems.
Another active area of cyclopolyphosphine chemistry is their
general reaction tendencies. Much work has been done on the reactions
of cyclopolyphosphines with metal complexes

and with organic

double and triple bonds. Alkyl cyclopolyphosphines react with a number
of transition metals keeping intact the ring structure. The thermal
reaction of perfluoromethylcyclotetraphosphine with hexafluoro-2butyne at 170°C for 70 hours has also been looked at and produces
l,2,3,4-tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4-diphosphacyclobutene(I) and
1,2,3,4,5-pentakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4,5-triphosphacyclobutene(II)
in good yields
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In a novel reaction for phosphine chemistry, perfluoromethylcyclotetraphosphine was reacted with a number of tetramethyl dipnictides. Me,E2, E=P, As, N.

In this reaction the ring is severed

to give insertion products, e.g., Me,P
Me2P-P(CF )-PMe2.

reacted with (CF„P), yields

The CF,P group in this reaction has been proposed

to exist as a "phosphinidene" unit, analogous to a carbene.

Studies

as to whether this is a singlet or triplet state have not been
reported.

The utility of this insertion process for synthetic pur-

poses for the production of triphosphines with R groups other than
methyl has not been reported,

nor have any reactions of these tri-

phosphines.
Hydrolysis of phosphorus-phosphorus bonds has been looked at for
a limited number of systems.

In most cases hydrolysis does not occur

under mild conditions and in cases where hydrolysis does occur, polymeric products are often seen.

However, when one or more of the alkyl

groups attached to phosphorus is a CF^ group, hemolytic cleavage is
possible using elevated temperatures.

For example, (CF^) P-P(CH-)

reacts with water at 100°C according to the sequence

(CF3)2P-P(CH3)2 + H2O

100°

^

(9)

(CF3)2PH + (CH3)2P0H

2(CH2)2P0H

> (CH2)2PH + (CH2)2P(0)0H

No general tendencies have been reported for hydrolysis reactions.
The principle unanswered questions for hydrolytic cleavage of
phosphorus-phosphorus bonds are: (1) under what conditions can hydrolysis be accomplished, (2) what types of compounds containing
phosphorus-phosphorus bonds are susceptible to hydrolysis, and (3)
what products can be expected from these reactions. In order to
obtain additional information on the factors which govern hydrolysis
of phosphorus-phosphorus bonds a number of diphosphines and triphosphines were prepared and various hydrolytic conditions were
tested.
The chemistry of cyclopolyphosphines and compounds containing
phosphorus-phosphorus bonds has been of great interest to inorganic
chemists and much has been learned about them. Yet there are a number
of areas which need further work and to this end we have undertaken
the study of a number of different parts of this puzzle in an attempt
to shed some light on this intriguing subject. We have looked at
factors involved in ring size determination, kinetics of ring interconversions, and a number of varied sjnithetic aspects in the broad
subject of chemistry involving phosphorus-phosphorus bonds.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL
A great majority of the compounds and chemical procedures reported
in this chapter required rigorous exclusion from oxygen and water
and were performed using standard vacuum line and inert atmosphere
techniques
Torr.

. Working vacuums were maintained at 10

to 10

The argon-filled dry box was kept free of water and oxygen

by the use of a stirred sodium/potassium alloy.

All solvents were

scrupulously dried using accepted literature methods
Instrumental
Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements were performed on a
Varian Associates NMR spectrometer model XL-100-15 or a Bruker HFX-90
spectrometer.

All NMR data is reported relative to the following

external standards:

R (TMS) , "^'F (CFCl^) , and

P (85% H^PO, ) . Mass

spectral data was obtained using a Varian MAT-311 mass spectrometer
operating at 20eV and IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model
457 grating spectrophotometer.

Uv-visible spectra were obtained on

a Gary 17 spectrophotometer equipped with a constant temperature cell
block and a specially fitted cell compartment cover.

Special Apparatus
Kinetic measurements upon air and water sensitive compounds
requires great care in solution preparation and in transfer techniques
With this in mind, a system was developed in which sample preparation
and storage together with a closed system transfer technique were
employed (Figure 3).

In this method, a known quantity of compound,
10
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measured by its vapor pressure and volume occupied, was vacuum
transferred into the 150 ml bulb.
the apparatus and weighed.

The bulb was then removed from

After replacing the bulb a measured

volume of solvent was vacuum transferred into the bulb and again the
bulb was removed and weighed.

From weight and density, the exact

volume of solution could then be calculated, yielding an exact
concentration.

The apparatus was then kept frozen and small quantities

of solution for UV measurements were obtained by pouring them into
the previously evacuated UV cell which could then be removed and run.
In this way, multiple runs using the same concentration of compound
could be undertaken with minimum risk of exposure to decomposition
or reaction.
Photochemical experiments were made using a variety of techniques
and apparatus.

One method, using the apparatus shown in Figure 4,

was used to run liquid photolysis. The immersion reactor was purchased from Ace Glass Co. and used a Eanovia 450 watt high pressure
mercury lamp for irradiation. A second method which was used for
irradiation of gases or gas mixtures consisted of a quartz tube
fitted with a Teflon 0-ring stopcock (Figure 5) which was placed
approximately 4 inches from the mercury lamp described above. A
third photochemical method was used for irradiation of gases by
mercury-assisted photolysis (Figure 6).
with mercury which gave

The side-arm, S, was filled

a steady state concentration of mercury

vapor in the irradiation zone, Q.
Reactions involving the preparation of alkyl phosphorus diiodides

13

UV Lamp

ground g l a s s

^

joint

^

water-j acketed
quartz reactor

Figure 4.

Quartz, immersion well, photochemical reactor.

14

quartz ampule

UV Lamp

Figure 5.

Quartz, gas-phase, photochemical reactor,

15

t

Figure 6.

Schematic representation of reactor flow system (arrow
indicates flow direction): P, glass pump; M, magnetic
stirrer; V, vacuum pump; S, mercury filled side arm
(painted black); Q, quartz reactor; L, 2537 S mercury arc
ultraviolet lamp; T , removable trap; T2, fixed trap.
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were performed using a stainless steel autoclave

"bomb" equipped

with a stainless steel extension tube and valve (Figure 7).

The bomb

once filled was heated in a furnace which was arranged so that the
valve could remain out of the furnace and thus unheated.
Accurate measurement of vapor pressure data on compounds of low
volitility has proven to be a difficult task to accomplish.

To do

this, we have directly linked an inlet system to a McLeod gauge capable
of accurate readings of vapor pressures as low as 1 x 10

Torr.

With such a system special care must be taken to de-gas the compound
to be measured very thoroughly and to accurately check the vapor
pressure in the system before any compound to be measured is introduced.
Reactions involving the removal of sulfur from alkyldiphosphine
disulfides were accomplished using the reaction vessel shown in Figure
8.

The reactor was designed in this way so that the solid reactants

could be easily introduced through the wide ground glass joint yet
the system could be easily evacuated.

The side-arm was used as a

collection vessel which could be flame sealed, removed from the
reactor, and taken into a dry box for transfer of product.
Ring Size Interconversion Kinetics
Tris(pentafluoroethyl)cyclotriphosphine, (C2F P) , either neat
or in solution,rearranges spontaneously to form tetrakis(pentafluoroethyl )cyclotetraphosphine, (C,F P),.

A series of kinetic measurements

were undertaken to establish the rate determining step of this process.

This was accomplished using measurements of changes in UV

absorption of the three-membered ring over time. Experimentally it
was found that (C^F P)_ has an absorbance maximum at 222 nm. At

17
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Figure 7.

Stainless steel autoclave, high temperature reactor

18

U

Figure 8.

Solid-Solid reaction vessel,
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this wavelength (C^Ycz)nOn
at this wavelength.

the other hand, has only a small absorption

Measurements at various concentrations and

temperature were then taken to ascertain the kinetic parameters of
this ring interconversion.

Preparation of the three-membered ring

involved fractional distillation immediately prior to its use to
remove any four-membered ring present.

Measurements were made in

solutions using cyclohexane as the solvent.

Manipulation of compounds

was done on a standard vacuum line and using specially designed
apparatus (See Figure 3 and its discussion on page 10).
in this experiment is listed in Table 1

Data taken

and interpretation is in

the Results and Discussion Section.

Preparations
(a) Tris(heptafluoroisopropyl)cyclotriphosphine, (i-C»F P) ,
was prepared by shaking an excess of mercury with i-C-F PI

over-

(12)
night in an evacuated sealed tube.

The product was vacuum trans-

ferred to a high vacuum system and fractioned through traps kept at
-0°, -15°, and -196°C.

The only volatile product was (i-C F P)

which was retained in the -0

trap.

(i-C»F P)

was identified by

31
P NMR, ultraviolet, infrared spectroscopy, and vapor phase molecular
31
weight.
P NMR yields a complex pattern centered at 130 ppm from
HoPO . Ultraviolet spectroscopy showed a broad absorption at 200
3 4
cm"

with a slight shoulder at 260 cm

tion until the UV cut-off.
peaks (cm"-^):

, followed by increasing absorp-

The infrared spectrum gave the following

1270(>), 1240(^0, 1160(::0, 950(w), and 900(v).

Vapor

phase molecular weight yielded a value of 570 (calcd. 600). The

20
compound is a clear liquid which melts at 20 C with a vapor pressure
of 0.75 Torr at 25°C.

(b) Diiodoheptafluoroisopropylphosphine, i-C„F PI,, was prepared by the bomb reaction of i-C F I with red phosphorus and iodine
at 230°C for 40 hours.

In a typical reaction of 25 g P, and 25 g

I, were placed in a stainless steel cylinder (Figure 7), attached
to a high vacuum line and were evacuated with mild heating overnight
to remove trapped gases and water.
under vacuum into the cylinder.

i-C,F I was then transfered

The cylinder was then heated to

230 C for 40 hours. Again the cylinder was attached to the high
vacuum line and the volatiles were transfered into the line. The
volatile products were fractioned through traps held at -15 , -30 ,
and -196°C.

The product, i-C F PI

was retained in the -30

trap

and afforded a 10% yield based on i-C_F I. The pure compound
i-C^F_PI_ is a yellow liquid which melts at about 0 C and has a
vapor pressure of 3 Torr at 25 C. Vapor phase molecular weight
yielded a value of 445 (calcd. 454).

19
31
F and
P NMR and infrared

spectroscopy were also used to identify this compound.
a doublet of heptets at -76.5 ppm from H-PO,.
peaks were (cm""^):

31
P NMR gives

Recorded infrared

1360(m), 1270(vs), 1230(vs), 1155(m), 1105(m),

920(m), and 875(m).
(c) Heptafluoroisopropyl Iodide, Ji-C^Py^* was obtained from
PCR Incorporated.
(d) Tris(pentafluoroethyl)cyclotriphosphine, (C2F P) , was pre-

21
pared by shaking an excess of mercury with C F^PI

overnight in a

sealed ampule (13). The volatile products were pumped from the
ampule into a high vacuum system and fractionated through cold
traps held at -15°, -30°, and -196°C.

(C2p5P)3 ^^s retained at

-30 C while the only other product, (C^F P) was retained at -15°C.
The (C2F3P) was identified by its

P NMR spectrum

and vapor

pressure (13)

(e) Diiodopentafluoroethylphosphorine, C„F_PI_, was prepared
by the general method of Emeleus, Haszeldine, and Bennett (14)
Pentafluoroethyliodide was condensed into a stainless steel cylinder
containing an excess of red phosphorus and iodine.

The cylinder

was heated at 230 C for 40 hours after which all condensables were
pumped from the cylinder into a high vacuum line. Trap-to-trap
fractional distillation through traps held at -20 , -30 , and -196 C
gave a 20% yield of diiodepentafluroethylphosphine in the -20 trap.
Diiodopentafluorophosphine was characterized by its

19
31
F and
P NMR

spectra.
(f) Pentafluoroethyl iodide, C^F^I, was prepared by mixing the
silver salt of pentafluoroproprionic acid, CF CF2C00Ag with iodine
(1:1.5 mole ratio, respectively).

(45)

This mixture was finely

powdered and placed in a 1 liter Erlenmeyer flask which was connected
to 2 traps held at -78°C and then to a bubbler.

The reaction was

initiated and maintained by gentle heating with a carbon flame. The
C F I which collected in the -78
a 10% NaOH solution into a -78

traps was purified by passage through

trap.

The product was identified and

22

checked for purity by

19

F NMR and infrared spectroscopy.

The average

yield for this reaction was about 90%.

(g) Silver salt of pentafluoroproprionic acid, CF„CF COOAg,
was prepared by the direct addition of pentafluoroproprionic acid
(45")
to Ag20 in a 2:1 mole ratio, respectively.
The resulting solution
was refluxed over an infrared lamp for 2 hours.

During this time a

white precipitate formed in the reaction flask.

After 2 hours the

remaining liquid was distilled from the reaction vessel leaving the
white solid product, CF_CF COOAg in a nearly quantitative yield.
Care must be taken in this reaction to insure that the reaction does
not become too hot as decomposition of the final product will occur.

(h) Silver Oxide, Ag^O, was prepared by adding 40 gm (1.76
moles) AgNO-,, dissolved in 250 ml water to a solution of 299.2 g
(1.76 moles) NaOH in 500 ml water with vigorous stirring.

After 30

minutes the product was collected through suction filtration to
yield 125 g . (0.53 moles) of Ag 0.

The product is a dark br own

solid and was produced in a 61.3% yield.

(i) Tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)cyclotetraphosphine, (CF^P) , was
produced by the reaction of C7^?l^

with Hg.

The reaction gave a

quantitative yield of cyclophosphine consisting of 80% (CF,P), with
a 20% yield of the five membered ring (CF^P)-.
fied by its

(CF P)

was identi-

P NMR spectra.

(j) Diiodotrifluoromethylphosphine, CF PI , graciously provided

23
by Dr. Michael Walker, was used as received with no purification.

(k) Tetramethyldiphosphine disulfide, (CH2)2P(S)-P(S)(CH ) , was
prepared by the action of methyImagnesium iodide on thiophosphorylbromide.

To a 3 L

round bottom flask charged with 2.4 moles

CH Mgl and 1400 ml diethyl ether and stirred at 0°C was added dropwise 0.8 moles (83 ml) thiophosphoryl bromide in 85 ml diethyl ether.
A thick white precipitate was formed and after completion of the
reaction the solution was poured onto 500 grams ice in a 4 L

beaker.

Sulfuric acid (90 ml of 10% solution) was added over a 20 minute
period with gentle stirring.

The solution was filtered and the

precipitate was washed with 4 L

water and recrystalized from 2 L

ethanol. The product was then dried under vacuum and sublimed at
110 C giving a 70% yield of tetramethyldiphosphinedisulfide as
identified by melting point

and

P NMR spectroscopy.

(1) Tetramethyldiphosphine, (CH^)2P-P(CH„)2, was prepared by
the desulfurization of tetramethyldiphosphine disulfide.

A 1 g

portion was mixed with an excess of copper dust and placed in the
bottom of the apparatus shown in Figure 8.

The reaction vessel

was evacuated then heated at the bottom with a Bunsen burner hot
enough to produce a steady refluxing of the disulfide.

The tetra-

methyldiphosphine collects in the side arm and then removed by vacuum
distillation.

The reaction is quantitative and the tetramethyl-

diphosphine produced is of 100% purity.
/•io"\

by v a p o r p r e s s u r e

The product was analyzed

Qi

and

riQ^

P NMR s p e c t r o s c o p y .
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(m) Thiophosphoryl bromide, PSBr^ was obtained from PCR,
Incorporated.

(n) Tetramethyldiarsine, (CH )2As-As(CH ) , was produced by
the method of Waser and Schomaker

. Under a N„ atmosphere caco-

dyiic acid, (CH ) As(0)0H, in water was added dropwise with stirring
to an excess of hypophosphorous acid, H„P0^.

After completion of

addition, the reaction was stirred for 30 minutes, then the two phase
mixture was separated and the lower phase was dried over CaSO, and
fractionally distilled.

The liquid going over at 158 C was re-

distilled to give a pure product as identified by

H NMR,

(o) Cacodylic acid, (CH„) As(0)OH, was purchased from Pfaltz and
Bauer, Inc.

(p) Tetra-n-butyldiphosphine disulfide, n-Bu,P S , was purchased
from Alfa Products.

(q) T-etra-n-butyldiphosphine, n-Bu P , was prepared by the
disulfurization of tetra-n-butyldiphosphine disulfide.

1 g. of the

disulfide was mixed with an excess of copper dust in the bottom of
the reaction vessel shown in Figure 8.

The vessel was evacuated,

then heated with a bunsen burner just hot enough to produce a mild
reflux on the walls of the vessel.

Refluxing continued until no

solid disulfide was visible after cooling.

The tetra-n-butyldi-

phosphine was then distilled over into the side arm which was heat
sealed.
by ' h

The product was reopened under an inert atmosphere and analyzed
NMR521)
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(r) Tetraethyldiphosphine disulfide, (CH^CH ),P^S , was purchased from Alfa Products.

(s) Tetraethyldiphosphine, (CH^CH^)/P„, was produced in the
same way as the n-butyl derivative and was identified by

31
(22)
P NMR.

(t) Bis(dimethylphosphino)trifluoromethylphosphine, [(CH )-P]-PCF^
was prepared by the vacuum line reaction of (CF,P)
diphosphine

(23)

and by the reaction of (CF P)

with tetramethyl-

with dimethylphosphine,

(23)
(CH ) PH.

In the former, 4.5 mol equivalents of tetramethyldi-

phosphine was condensed into a reaction vessel, equipped with a
Teflon stopcock, containing 1 mol equivalent of (CF„P),.

The vessel

was allowed to warm slowly to room temperature over a twelve hour
period.

At that time, the volatile products were vacuum transfered

onto a high vacuum line and the product [(CH )„P]^PCF , was purified
by trap-to-trap distillation through traps at -5 C, -45 C and -196 C.
The product is held in the -5 C trap and unreacted tetramethyldiphosphine was caught in the -45 C trap.

Typical yields for this

reaction were near 70% based upon (CF^P), used.

In the latter

reaction, a 9:1 mole ratio of Me PH:(CF P ) , was condensed into a
reaction vessel and allowed to warm to room temperature and stand
for 24 hours.

The reaction mixture was then separated using trap-

to-trap distillation which held the product at -5 C and allowed other
volatiles to pass into a liquid nitrogen trap.
reaction ranged from 5% to 30%.

Yields from this

The bis(dimethylphosphino)trifluoro-

1
19
methylphosphine produced was identified by vapor pressure, H,
F,
31
(23)
and
P N>IR spectroscopy.
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(u) Dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine, (CH^)2P-P(CF )H,
was prepared by the neutral water hydrolysis of [(CH ) PJ2PCF .
A one to one mole ratio of I(CH,)2P]2PCF3 and H2O were condensed into
a glass ampule fitted with a Teflon stopcock.

This mixture was

allowed to warm to room temperature at which time a white precipitate,
(CH3)2P(0)0H started to form.

After about 1 hour at room temperature,

the volatile products were returned to the vacuum line and fractioned
through traps held at -15 C, -52°C, and -196 C.

Dimethylphosphino-

trifluoromethylphosphine was retained in the -52 C trap and was
characterized by vapor pressure, IR spectroscopy and

1
19
H,
F, and

31
P NMR spectroscopy.

Molecular weight determination yielded a

value of 156 (calcd. 162). The IR spectrum gave peaks at (cm ) :
2990(m), 2950(m), 2295(m), 1435(m.), 1305(m), 1170(vs), 1130(vs),
1060(s), 1020(s), 950(m), 835(m), and 735(m).

The product is a clear

liquid which is soluble in organic solvents and has a vapor pressure
at 25° of 19 Torr.

Care should be taken not to use an excess of

water in this reaction as further hydrolysis will occur.
(v) Trifluoromethylphosphine, CF PH , was produced by the
hydrolysis of (CH ) P-P(CF )H in a manner exactly analogous to the
above reaction.

CF PH

was identified by its

1
19
31
H,
F, and
P NMR

, (24)
spectra.

(w) Dimethylphosphinic acid, (CH )^P(0)0H is the only nonvolatile
product formed from hydrolysis of [ (CH^)2?]£^^^3 °^ (CH^)2P-P(CF^)H.
31
(22)
This compound was identified by
P NMR spectroscopy
and mass spectral
evidence.

The mass spectrum showed the following major peaks (mass.
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intensity):

(CH^)2P(0)0H'^

(94, 100%),

CH2P(0)0H'^

(79, 100%), POo"^

(63, 40%), CH^PO"^ (62, 41%), Po"^ (47, 99%).

(x) Dimethylphosphine, (CH ) PH, was produced as a by-product in
the hydrolysis of [ (CH^)2P]2PCF^ and (CH2)2P-P(CF )H. Dimethylphosphine was identified by

H and

P NMR spectroscopy

. Dimethyl-

phosphine was prepared for reaction purposes by the reduction of
tetramethyldiphosphine with LiAlH, in THF.

In a typical reaction

5 mmole [(CH^)2P]2 was transferred into a vessel containing an
excess LiAlH

in 5 ml THF. This mixture was stirred for 12 hours

after which time the volatile products were removed and fractioned
through traps at -30 , -78 , and -196 C.

The dimethylphosphine was

retained in the -78 C trap.

(y) Me2P-P(CF^)H + BF^-Et^O, 0.1 g

Me2P-P(CF2)H was vacuum

transferred into an ampule containing an excess (greater than 2:1)
of BF 'Et^O.

Upon warming to room temperature a white precipitate

formed immediately and collected in the bottom of the ampule. No
attempt was made to analyze this product.
(z) Bis (dimethylarsino) trif luoromethylphosphine, [ (CH,.)2As]„PCF^, was prepared by the vacuum line reaction of (CF^P), with tetramethyldiarsine.^ ^^ Typically a 4.5:1 ratio of (CH ) AS2: (CF P) was
used.

The reactants were vacuum transferred into a vessel equipped

with a Teflon stopcock and allowed to warm to room temperature.
After 24 hours at room temperature, the volatile products were
returned to the vacuum line.

Trap-to-trap distillation retained
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the product at 0 C with a minute quantity of more volatile impurity
passing that trap.

The identity of this compound was ascertained

by vapor pressure, NMR, and IR measurements.

(aa) Dimethylarsinotrifluoromethylphosphine, (CH^)„As-P(CF^)H,
was prepared by the neutral water hydrolysis of bis(dimethylarsino)trifluoromethylphosphine.

Typically, a one to one mole ratio

(stoichiometry is very critical) of [(CH«)^As]^PCF^ and H^O were
condensed into a glass ampule at -196 C.

The ampule was sealed and

allowed to warm slowly to room temperature.

After a few minutes

at room temperature, a white precipitate of cacodylic acid, (CH^) As(0)OH, began to appear.

After approximately two hours (precipita-

tion complete) the ampule was reopened to the vacuum line and the
19
F

volatile products transferred to an NMR tube for analysis.

NMR yielded a doublet of doublets at 40.1 ppm relative to CFC1„ which
proton decoupled became a simple doublet.

The cacodylic acid (CH_)^-

As(0)0H produced as a by-product in this reaction was isolated and
identified by melting point, mass spectrum and

H NMR measurements.

(bb) Dimethyliodoarsine, (CH,)2AsI, was prepared according to
the method of Burrows and Turner.

To a 1 L round-bottom

flask equipped with a stirrer was placed 400 g
acid, and 500 ml water.

KI, 125 g

cacodylic

Under vigorous stirring, the solution was

saturated with SO^ gas at a slow rate.

While SO

was being added,

lO ml portions of 6N^ HCl were added every 5 minutes until elemental
sulfur started to form in the reaction flask.

At this point, SO

addition was stopped and HCl portions were increased to 25 ml and
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added every 5 minutes until no further reaction was evident (total
HCl used ^200 ml).

The solution was filtered and the precipitate

washed with 50 ml ether.

The ether was combined with the filtrate

to which was added another 300 ml ether.

The layers were separated

and the etherial layer was evaporated to yield a yellow oil,
dimethyliodoarsine, which was distilled under nitrogen and the
fraction boiling at 154

to 160°C was collected.

was identified by its boiling point ^

Dimethyliodoarsine

-^ and """H NMR spectrum which is

(26)
a singlet with a chemical shift of 2.23 ppm from IMS.
(cc) (CH ) Asl + Hg.

An attempt was made to produce tetramethyl-

diarsine by shaking dimethyliodoarsine with mercury in a sealed
evacuated ampule. This type of Wurtz coupling reaction is known to
work with phosphorus iodides but no product formation was seen in
this reaction at room temperature.

The ampule was then heated to

60 C and finally to 100 C at which time the dimethyliodoarsine
polymerized and the reaction was aborted.

(dd) Bis(dimethylphosphino)pentafluoroethyIphosphine, [(CH )^P] PCF.^CF^, was prepared by transferring a 4 mol

equivalent

methyldiphosphine into an ampule containing 1 mol

of tetra-

equivalent of

tetrakis(pentafluoroethyl)cyclotetraphosphine, (CF CF P) , at -196°C.
The ampule was sealed and allowed to x^/arm to room temperature.

As

the solution melted an intense yellow color was noted which faded
slowly and almost disappeared within 10 minutes.

At that time the

ampule was immersed in liquid nitrogen, reopened onto the vacuum
line, and transferred into an NMR tube.

The N^IR tube was kept at

30
-196 C until

P NMR could be run (the product is not stable at

room temperature).

When left at room temperature for 4 hours the

sample completely decomposed to a solid black polymer.

31
P[H] NMR

showed for the unique phosphorus atom a doublet of doublets of
triplets of quartets centered at 10.65 ppm from H PO,.

(ee) Tetraethyldiphosphine + (CH,P),.

To an ampule containing

1 mol equivalent (CF^P). at -196 C was added, Jji vacuo, 4 mol
equivalents tetraethyldiphosphine.

The ampule was sealed and

allowed to warm to room temperature over a 15 minute period.

At

that time the ampule was reopened onto the vacuum line and transferred
into an NMR tube.

31
P NMR showed a reaction had occurred but the

product was not the hoped for insertion compound.

Analysis by

31
P and

19
F NMR indicated a possibility that the product may be the acid-base
Et
(27)
adduct Et_P-P:
»PCF similar to the product of Me^P and (CF P)
^

Et

-^

(ff) n-Bu.P, + (CF P) . The reaction of n-Bu^P^ with (CF^P)^
was run in a similar manner as above and yielded a product with very
similar

F and

P NMR spectra.

Again the NMR data is consistent

with the acid-base product assignment but full analysis was not
undertaken.
(gg) 1,2,3,4-tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4-diphosphacyclobutene(I)
and

1,2,3,4,5-pentakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4,5-triphosphacyclopentene(II)

were prepared by the gas phase photolysis of 20 ramoles (CF^P)^ and
an excess hexafluoro-2-butyne, CF^C^CCF^, at 40-50°C in a sealed
quartz reaction vessel (Figure 5).

This mixture was irradiated for

6 hours with a 450 watt Hg arc lamp, then all volatiles were vacuum

31
CF3

CF

CF
\

/
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P
P-CF3
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/

CF.
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\

CF3

CF3

P
I
CF3

(I)

(II)

transferredJto an NMR tube.

19
31
(7)
F and
P NMR ^ showed the major

products to be I and II with minor impurities. Product ratios
obtained from NMR integration showed a 2:1 ratio of I to II in the
product with a total yield of approximately 70%.
(hh) Hydrolysis of Tetramethyldiphosphine.

A one to one mol

ratio of Me,P, and H,0 were vacuum transferred into an NMR tube and
4 2
2
sealed.
H„0.

The

H NMR was run immediately and showed only Me,P2 and

After 24 hours at room temperature the H NMR was again run

and it showed a small amount of both dimethylphosphine and dimethylphosphinic acid.

The tube was kept at room temperature for one

week and upon NMR analysis again showed only a small amount of
product formation.

The tube was then heated to 100 C for 24 hours.

H NMR was run again and showed an

essentially

quantitative yield

of dimethylphosphine and dimethylphosphinic acid in a two to one
ratio.
(ii) Hydrolysis of Tetraethyldiphosphine.

In a reaction ana-

logous to the one above Et,P2 and H2O were mixed in an NMR tube.
No product formation was seen from this mixture until a temperature of

32
150 C

was used.

At this time hydrolysis occurred and diethyl-

phosphine and diethylphosphinic acid were produced in a two to one
ratio and in essentially quantitative yields.

(jj) (CF P)

+ CF I.

0.5 g (CF P)

and an excess of CF I was

transferred to a quartz reaction vessel (Figure 5) and irradiated for
4 hours.

At that time, the resulting solution was transferred to
19

an NMR tube.

F and

31
P NMR spectra showed the following compounds,

as identified by reported chemical shift and coupling constant data.
Reference

6"F

'^FCP

Multiplicity

Compound

%

51.3

85

doublet

(CF3)3P

30

24

55.7

74

doublet

(CF3)2PI

20

24

61.6

54

doublet

CF3PI2

15

28

s'h

*^PCF

Multiplicity

Compound

Ref'erence

-58.0

54

quartet

-58.0

—

[•"•^F] singlet

CF3PI2

28

CF2PI2

28

(kk) (CF P ) , + CH I> 1.0 gm (CF^P)^ in an excess of methyl
iodide was ^ transferred into a quartz reaction vessel and irradiated
for 3 hours.
NMR tube.

The resulting solution was vacuum transferred into an

"^^F , and '^"'"P NMR showed the following compounds, as

identified by reported chemical shifts and coupling constants.
J

Reference

FCP

Multiplicity

Compound

%

57.4

74

doublet

(CF3)2P1

10

24

60.7

52

doublet

CF3PI2

10

28

62.4

62

doublet

CF3P(CH3)I

5

64.5

65

doublet

CF3P(CH3)2

10

6^^F

29

33
6

P

'^PCF

-58.0
26.75

Multiplicity

Compound

Reference

74

heptet

(CF3)2PI

24

54

quartet

CF3PI2

28

CF3P(CH3)2

29

65

[ H] quartet

(11) (t--BuP) , Photolysis. A sample of (t--BuP), in cycle
was placed in an NMR tube and sealed.

Initial ^"'•p NMR showed only

(t-BuP)^ to be present in the sample.

The sample was then irradiated
Q -I

for four hours with a high pressure mercury arc lamp.

P NMR

analysis showed a number of peaks, however, none of these could be
assigned to another ring size of (t-BuP) . The products were assumed
n
to be phosphorus decomposition peaks but no attempt was made to
identify them.
(mm) (t-BuP)^_ 3oi^d cyclohexane »

"

^"'° ^ "^"^"^ reaction

vessel fitted with a Teflon stopcock was transferred a 1.0 mM
solution of (t-BuP), in cyclohexane.

This solution was degassed

using a freeze-pump-thaw cycle, then placed in a clear Dewar filled
with liquid nitrogen.

The frozen solution was irradiated, through

the quartz Dewar, with a 450 watt high pressure mercury arc lamp.
During irradiation the solution turned a pale yellow color and when
the lamp was extinguished, the yellow color disappeared within 5
seconds. This reaction demonstrated that free radicals are produced
from UV irradiation of cyclopolyphosphines.
(nn) (t-BuP), + Cyclohexene Photolysis.

A solution of 0.1 g

(t-BuP), and excess C ^ H ^ in a quartz NMR tube was irradiated for
six hours with a 450 watt mercury arc lamp.
during this time the reaction was stopped and

At one hour intervals
H NMR was run on the

34
sample.

No significant change was seen in the reaction mixture at

any time by NMR; however, a slight polymer formation was noted in
the tube.

After six hours the reaction was terminated and investi-

gation of this reaction was stopped.

(oo) Ph^P + Mel Photolysis. A solution of 10 mmol Ph^P in
excess Mel was placed in a quartz NMR tube and irradiated with a
450-watt mercury arc lamp for ten hours. At one hour intervals
during this time period
mixture.

H NMR spectra were run on the reaction

The NMR spectra indicated a general loss of the Ph„P

signal with time; however, no other discernible product peaks were
seen.

The decrease in Ph,P contributed to a brownish polymer

buildup in the reaction mixture.

The brown pol5nneric material

coated the walls of the tube up to the top of the liquid level.
The reaction was abandoned at this point.

(pp) Mercury-assisted Photolysis of Me^P. A 10 mmol sample
was introduced into the mercury flow system (Figure 6) giving a
pressure in the system of 100 Torr. The flow system was set for
maximum circulation and the Me,P was irradiated for four hours with
the trap (T^) held at -50 C.

The resulting solution was then

transferred to an NMR tube for analysis. No compounds other than
Me-.P were found at this time, so the Me^P was returned to the flow
system and irradiated for another twelve hours. NMR analysis again
showed only Me^P present, so the reaction was stopped at this point,
and it was deemed that mercury-assisted photolysis does not lead to
breakage of C-P bonds in this molecule.
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(qq) Diphosphorus tetraiodide, P^I,* was prepared by the method
of Germann and Traxter.

In a typical reaction, 1 g

white

phosphorus dissolved in a minimum amount of CS^ was added, all at
once, to 8.18 g.

I^ dissolved in a minimum amount of CS^.

The

mixture was stirred until the color became a brilliant orange, then
heated to '^^50"C to slowly evaporate CS„ until initial crystal formation.

The mixture was allowed to cool and suction filtered under

an N„ atmosphere.

After washing with cold benzene, the P^I, was

vacuum dried to yield 8.0 g

(87%) of bright orange needle like

31
(31)
(30)
crystals which were identified by
P NMR
and melting point.
Special care must be taken in this reaction to use very pure P
and CS^.

Failure to do so will give a product contaminated with

phosphorus triiodide.

(rr) Phosphorus triiodide, PI^, was produced in a fashion
analogous with P^I/-

In this case, 12.27 g

used to give the proper stoichiometry.

I2 per 1 g

P^ is

During crystal formation

special care must be taken not to heat the CS^ solution over 40 C.
To accomplish faster evaporation of CS2, a slow stream of N2 gas
was passed over the reaction vessel to carry off the CS2.

PI^ is

moisture sensitive so must be manipulated under an inert atmosphere
PI

31
(32)
(30)
was identified by its
P NMR
and melting point.
(ss) P I

+ CH I Photolysis.

An attempt x>7as made to produce

methylated phosphorus iodides from the photochemical reaction of
p T in an excess of methyl iodide. The reaction was run in a
2 4
quartz photochemical reactor (Figure 4) using a high pressure
me rcurv arc lamp.

1,,
, 31,
H and
P NMR were run on the reaction mixture

36
and upon the less volatile and non-volatile residue left from the
1
reaction.

Neither

from the reaction.

31

H NMR nor

P NMR showed any identifiable products

The reaction seemed to produce only I^ and

polymeric phosphorus.
(tt) He.?2 "*" Cyclohexene.

An attempt similar to that above

was made to produce organophosphorus derivatives from the photochemical reaction of Me,P2 with cyclohexane.

After 5 hours of

irradiation the cyclohexane and Me.P, were removed under reduced
4 2
pressure to leave a trace of a white solid material. This material
was dissolved in CDCl, and transferred to an NMR tube.

H NMR

showed a very complex resonance centered at 1.2 ppm from TMS.

31
P

NMR showed no signal. Due to the very small amount of product this
reaction was abandoned.
(uu) (C,F^P), -> C,F^P), Ring Interconversion Study.
Z—D

J

x—j

4

^

^

Sample

preparation was accomplished by vacuum transferring a known quantity
of freshly purified (C F P)

into a 100 ml bulb (Figure 3) and then

vacuum distilling varying volumes of cyclohexane into the bulb to
bring the concentration of (C F^P)-^ into a usable range for UV
measurements. A scan of the UV range showed an absorbance maximum
at 222 nm with a calculated extinction coefficient of 2685. At
this wavelength (C„F P), has an extinction coefficient of less than
-4
100. From this data a usable concentration range of 1 X 10
M
to 7 X 10 M (C,F P) was calculated.

Samples were then prepared

in this concentration range to give approximately 30 ml of solution.

Individual samples for UV measurement were then poured

under vacuum into the UV cell (Figure 3) in 4 ml portions. These
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solutions were kept at -196 C until placed in the constant temperature UV cell at which time the absorbance was monitored over time
at 222 nm to ascertain the rate of change of (C_F P ) , with time.
Values for A
mation.

(46)

were calculated by the Guggenheim method of approxi-

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Preparation of Tris[heptafluoroisopropyl]cyclotriphosphine
The compound i-C,F_PI

which was used to synthesize tris-

[heptafluoroisopropyl]cyclotriphosphine, (i-C F P) , was prepared
(12)
by the bomb reaction of i-C-F_I with red phosphorus.

The compound

i-C-F-PI- is a yellow liquid which solidified at 0 C and has a
n -I

vapor pressure of 3 Torr at 25 C.

P NMR (Figure 9) gives a doublet

of heptets centered at -76.5 ppm from 85% H^PO, with coupling constants of 58 Hz and 17 Hz for J„^„ and J ^„, respectively. These
PCF
PCCF'
^
^
coupling constants are similar to reported values for similar
(20)
19
compounds.
F NMR (Figure 10) shows two sets of fluorine
signals.

The unique fluorine of the isopropyl group yields a

doublet of heptets centered at 168.3 ppm from CFCl^ with coupling
constants J^^p = 58 Hz, J^^^^ = 17 Hz and J^^^^ = 9.5 Hz.

The

slight broadening of these peaks may be due to some degree of magnetic
inequivalence as a result of some hindered rotation in the molecule.
Vapor phase molecular weight yielded a value of 445 g/mol (calcd.
454).

Infrared peaks were (cm~ ) : 1360(m), 1270(vs), 1230(vs),

1155(m), 1105(m), 920(m), and 875(m).

The peaks at 1270 and 1230

are indicative of C-F stretching and the peak at 875 of P-C.
The coupling reaction of i-C F^Pl2 with Hg yielded a clear
liquid (0.75 Torr at 25°C) which solidified at 20°C.

P NMR

(Figure 11) yielded a complex pattern centered at ca. 130 ppm

38

39

76.5 ppi

VcF ' 58 Ki
VCCF''^"'

ww^
Figure 9.

31
P NMR spectrum of Diiodoheptafluoroisopropylphosphine.

40

^^*'^^^'^^m»*
^^^w^y

Figure 10.

19
F NMR spectrum of Diiodoheptafluoroisopropylphosphine.

upfield from H^PO, (it was not possible to broadband

19

41
F decouple,

since the perfluoroisopropyl resonances occurred over about a 10,000
Hz range).

The ultraviolet spectrum (gas phase) was a broad absorp-

tion beginning at about 300 nm with a slight shoulder at 260 nm,
followed by increased absorption until the cut-off, as is characteris(33)
tic of cyclopolyphosphines.

Infrared absorptions were

characteristic of the perfluoroisopropyl group, and were very similar,
as expected, to the infrared spectrum of i-C,F PI„,
x^ere

Infrared peaks

(cm~ ) : 1270(s), 1240(s), 1160(m), 950(w), and 900(w).

vapor-phase molecular weight was 571 (calcd. for C^F

The

P , 600).

All of the above data confirm the formation of a trimeric
cyclopolyphosphine (i-C,F^P) . Only the three membered ring was
formed, and no conversion to any other ring size was noted when the
compound was stored at ambient temperature over extended time
periods.

Particularly demonstrative of the trimeric nature of the

ring is the extremely high field chemical shift, which has been
shown to be destinctive for the assessment of three-membered cyclopolyphosphines.

Thus, tris[heptafluoroisopropyl]cyclotri-

phosphine is the first known stable cyclotriphosphine (for example
(C^F-P)„ converts to (C^F^P), upon standing at room temperature).
Z

3

J

^

J

'-f

Some possible reasons why a three-membered ring, which not only
has considerable ring strain but also R grcup-R group and lone pairlone pair repulsions, should be kinetically and apparently thermodynamically favored will be discussed in the Conclusion section
of this work.
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Figure 11.

P NMR spectrum of Tris[heptafluoroisopropyl]cyclotriphosphine.
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Kinetics of (C,F_P), Ring Interconversion
1—0—J

^

An attempt was made to ascertain the initial step of the conversion of (C^F P)

to (C,F P) by measuring the rate of change of

(C^F^P), by UV techniques.

This was done by monitoring a change

in absorption at 222 nm of the three-membered ring with time. At
this wavelength the ring has an extinction coefficient of 2685 while
that of the four-membered ring is less than 100. A ring opening
process as the initial rate determining step would be indicated
by a first-order reaction while a multi-molecular process would
be consistent with a greater than first-order reaction.
-4
For the reaction of the 2.34 X 10
M sample, we found that
at all three temperatures (10 , 45 , and 55 ) a plot of log C versus
t yielded straight lines. This is indicative of a first-order
reaction.

However, an approximated value for A was used because

the absorption did not decrease to the value expected from calculations of the expected absorption due to the (C^F^P)/ produced.
Correlation coefficients for this data, however, were not very high.
Rate studies with samples of other concentrations were also tried
but the data obtained was even less encouraging.
and moisture sensitivity of the {Z^^)^

The extreme air

ring coupled with the very

dilute concentrations were deemed responsible for these results.
Due to the very low concentrations of (C^F^P)^ ring which had to
to be used and the mechanical problems involved in excluding air and
moisture we feel that results from this experiment are subject to
question and have decided other methods must be found to study this
reaction.

The data given below (Table 1) is from the best experiments

and should be considered as tentative and subject to further study.
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TABLE 1
Rate Data for (C2F^P)^ -> (C2F^P)^ for 2.34 X lO"^ M Solution

Temperature
10°C

5.85 X 10 ^ S -^

45°C

1.48 X lO"'^ S"-^

55°C

-4 -1
3.57 X 10 S

E = 16.8.Kcal
a
I

AH''' = 17.4 Kcal/mol
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Photochemical Reactions of Cyclopolyphosphines
At room temperature a mixture of (CF,P), and methyl iodide in
a sealed glass vessel was unreactive over long periods of time
yielding upon analysis only unreacted starting materials. However,
if the same mixture was exposed to a high pressure mercury arc
lamp for three hours the reaction mixture became visibly colored.
Analysis of this product mixture showed the existence of four new
compounds:

(CF )2PI, CF^PI , CF (CH )PI, and CF^P(CH2)2-

The over-

all yield, based on (CF P), used was 35% for the above reaction.
The remainder of the (CF.,P), was not recovered and it was assumed
that it was used up in forming the polymeric material which was
« deposited along the walls of the reactor. Analysis of the products
was accomplished by

19
31
F and
P NMR and comparison with reported

values of chemical shift and coupling constants for these compounds
according to Table 2.
A similar reaction was run using CF,I and (CF_P),.

This reaction

mixture was irradiated for four hours, at which time, the polymer
build-up on the walls of the reactor was sufficient to stop further
light transmission.

The product mixture was then transferred to

an NMR tube for analysis. The overall yield of this reaction was
65% distributed between the compounds listed in Table 3. No (CF.P)
was seen in the product mixture which indicates that the polymer
was some type of fluorocarbon-phosphorus containing material but
no attempt was made to identify this material.
Mahler found that the thermal reaction of (CF^P)^ with CF CECCF
at 170 C for 70 hours gave the compounds, 1,2,3,4,5-tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4-diphosphacyclobutene (I) and 1,2,3,4,5-pentakis(trifluoro-
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TABLE 2
CH I NMR Parameters
5^^

'^FCP

Multiplicity

Compound

%

Yield

Reference

55.7

74

doublet

(CF3)2PI

10

24

61.6

54

doublet

CF3PI2

10

28

62.4

62

[ H] doublet

5

29

64.5

65

rl

10

29

6'\

'^PCF

,

ci^icn^)?!

[ H] doublet

CF3P(CH3)2

Multiplicity

Compound

Reference

74

heptet

(CF3)2PI

24

-58.0

54

quartet

CF3PI2

28

26.75

65

CF3P(CH3)2

29

[ H] quartet

TABLE 3
(CF^P), + CF-I NMR P a r a m e t e r s
3 4
3
6^^F

^FCP

Multiplicity

Compound

% Yield

Reference

51.3

85

doublet

(CF3)3P

30

24

55.7

74

doublet

(CF3)2PI

20

24

61.6

54

doublet

CF3PI2

10

28

s'h

'^PCF

-58.0

54

-58.0

—

Multiplicity
quartet
19
[ F] singlet

Compound

Reference

CF3PI2

28

CF3PI2

28
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methyl)-3,4,5-triphosphacyclopentene (II) in 50% and 30% yields,
respectively.

We find this reaction may be accomplished with

greater ease by photochemical techniques.

The gas phase photolysis

of a mixture of (CF P ) ^ with an excess of CF C=CCF„ irradiated for
6 hours produced I and II in approximately a 2:1 ratio to give an
overall yield of 70%. The reaction was fairly clean with a slight
polymer buildup but a very small amount of volatile impurities.
This reaction was also run for irradiation times of 2 hours and 10
hours and in both cases smaller yields of desired products were
seen.
19

31
F and

P NMR spectra for I and II listed below (Table 4)

give identical results to those reported by Mahler for these
compounds.

The vapor pressure of I is 6 mjn at 0 C and 25 mm at

CF_
3

/

CF3

CF„
/

'

cII —• P
1
c • P\ .

CF3

f3

\

P,

II
C >.
^
^^3

CF3

\

P

-• CF_

/

3

-P
^CF3
II

.0

25°C and for II is 1.5 mm at 25"C.

Both compounds are colorless

liquids which are flammable in air.
An attempt was also made to cause ring size conversion of
(t-BuP)/ to (t-BuP) , n=3,5, by irradiation with a high pressure
mercury arc lamp.

Several samples of (t-BuP)^ in cyclohexane were

prepared and irradiated for varying lengths of time.

Upon

P[^H]

FT NMR analysis no evidence for any other ring sizes were seen.
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TABLE 4
(CF-P), + CF_CECCF_ NMR Parameters
3 4
3
3
Compound
^

J

J

j

6 F

5 P
^ ^

40

PP

PCF

PPCF

F3C-P-P'-CF^

55

59

18

51.5

F3C-C=C-CF3

—

—

—

63.5

220

60

20

46.55

+41

220

62

23

48.3

-55

—

—

52.5

—

II
(P)2-P-CF3
(CF3-P)-P'
CF3-C=C-CF

Other ring sizes may have formed in this reaction but may have been
too unstable and again rearranged to the more stable four-membered
ring before they could be detected by NMR techniques.
Cyclopolyphosphine Insertion Reactions
Reaction of (GF.P), and Me,P
-A-2

3^4

The reaction of (CF^P), with four equivalents of ^-e^P^ produces
the triphosphine bis(dimethylphosphino)trifluoromethylphosphine,
(QS.

[(CH^)^P]^PCF .

[(CH )2P]2PCF3 can also be made by the reaction
(8) 31 1
of (CF P) with dimethylphosphine.
P[ H]NMR (Figure 12) showed
three unique phosphorus atoms which gave the shifts and coupling constants shown in Table

5.

The reason for magnetic inequivalence

between P and P is due to a barrier to rotation around the P-P
m
x
bond-

To determine this barrier a temperature study was run, but up

to 200 C no change in the spectra was noted except related to decomposition.

19 1
F[ HjNMR (Figure 13) showed the expected doublet of

rsi
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1
N
c-^

\

K

N

zc

X

vrin

00
CN

CN

rsi

/

CO

50

19

F N« R

-J.

= 7.1 Hz
rpo
X

X 'a "ni>.

Figure 13

19
F NMR spectrum of Bis[dimethylphosphino]trifluoromethylphosphine.
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TABLE 5
[(CH3)2P]2PCF

^"""P NMR Parameters

f3
P
/

(™3>2^x

\

^m(™3)2

P
a
6 = 8.67 ppm
Jp p = 256 Hz
ax
Jp p = 228 Hz
am

P
m
6 = 37.01 ppm
^p p = 228 Hz
ma
Jp p = 0 Hz
m X

P
X
o = 37.11 ppm
^P P = ^^^ ^^
x" a
^P P = ° ^^^
xm

Jp CF = " «^
a

^P P CF ' ^-1 «^
ma

''p P CF = ^-^ «^
xa

triplets centered at 41.6 ppm from CFC1„ with coupling constants
Jp^^ = 42 Hz and Jp^^p p = Jp^p p = 7.1 Hz. Proton coupled ^^F
*a
ax
am
showed a similar but slightly broadened spectrum due to small long
range coupling to the methyl protons.
Reaction of (CF3P)^ with Et^P2
The reaction of Et.P^ with (CF^P). was run in a similar manner
4 2
3 4
to that with Me,P^. The resulting product was a clear, air-sensitive,
4 2
liquid which was soluble in organic solvents. Analysis was accomplished by •''H and ^ F NMR.

The

F[ H] NMR (Figure 14) consisted of

two overlapping doublets of doublets which were attributed to two
distinct but similar compounds. These compounds (A and B) each
showed an expected doublet of doublets for the fluorine signal and
are assigned to two locked rotational isomers of the compound
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PEt

Et

Et

Gauche

PEt Et

PEt2
Trans

Et

r

Et^P - p.'

> PCF-.

The two gauche forms would be expected to

Et
exhibit identical

19
F NMR spectra and the trans form a distinct

but similar spectrum.

Free rotation in this compound would not

be expected due to the probablity for multiple bonding in the
molecule.

19
F NMR parameters (Table 6) along with analogy to the

Me
I
similar compound Me„N - P:—
2
I
Me

PCF.. reported by Cowley, et. al. (34)

give strong evidence to the identification of this compound as a
new acid-base adduct rather than a phosphinidene insertion as is
seen with Me^P2 and (CF3P)^.

53

25 Hz
<

>

40 ppm

Figure 14.

19 1
F[ H] NMR spectrum of Tetraethyldiphosphine-trifluoromethylphosphinidene adduct.
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TABLE 6
Et,P '.-> PCF„ m^
4 2
3

Parameters

19,
Compound A

"H

6 = 40.1 ppm

6 = 1.07 (CH3) complex

JpCP = *8 H-

6 = 1.40 (CH2) complex

•^FCPP = ^-5 Hz
doublet of doublets
Compound B

6 = 40.0 ppm
^FCP = *^ «^

6 = 1.07 (CH3) complex
6 = 1.40 (CH2) complex
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Reaction of (CF^P), with n-Bu,P^
3 4
4 2
The reaction of (CF^P), with n-Bu,P„ was run in the same manner
J

4

4 2

as above to produce a viscous, air-sensitive, liquid of a slight
yellow color.

This compound was soluble in organic solvents but

of rather low volitility, thus hard to manipulate using standard
19
31
vacuum techniques. The compound was analyzed by
F and
P NMR.
F[ H ] NMR (Figure 15) showed the existence of two distinct chemical
products.

These were, as in the case of the Et,P„ reaction, assigned
4 I

to two rotational isomers of the acid-base adduct n-Bu-P^:
> PCF^.
4 2
j
The product ratio was close to 1:1 with each isomer giving a
unique doublet of doublets as was expected (see Table 7).

31 1
P[ H]

NMR (Figure 16) consisted of two distinct doublets of quartets
centered at +20.1 and +25.1 ppm (Table 7). These peaks are assigned
to the phosphorus attached to the fluorines due to coupling constants
and magnitude of chemical shifts.

Other

31
P NMR peaks could not

be positively assigned due to their complexity and great degree of
overlap.

This compound proved to be very sensitive to temperature,

and decomposed readily at room, temperature to yield a solid black
polymer of which no analysis was attempted.
An attempt was made to cause coalescence of the two signals
by producing a freely rotating molecule by increasing the probe
temperature.

However, at temperatures from 0

no observable change in the

to 120 C there was

^F NMR spectra indicating a very high

barrier to rotation in this molecule.
Reaction of (CF3P), with Me^As2
The reaction of 4 mol of (CF3P)^ with 1 mol ^^^/^ks^ in a
sealed tube produces bis(dimethylarsino)trifluoromethylphosphine,

56

40 ppm

Figure 15.

19 1
Fl Hj NMR spectrum of Tetra-n-butyldiphosphine-trifluoromethylphosphinidene adduct.
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Figure 16.

31 1
P[ H] NMR spectrum of Tetra-n-butyldiphosphine-trifluoromethylphosphinidene adduct.
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TABLE 7
n-Bu,P •. -^ PCF^ NMR Parameters
4 2
3
Compound A

19 1
^F[-^H]

^^P[^H]

d of d

d of q

complex

6 = 40.17 ppm

6 = 25.1 ppm

6 = 1.48 ppm

^FCP = *°-° «^

J ^ = 305.0 Hz
PP

6 = 2.14 ppm

"H

JpCF = *°-° «^
Compound B
d of d

d of q

0 = 40.21 ppm

6 = 20.1 ppm

complex

JpCP = " - ^ «^

Jpp = 310 Hz

6 = 1.48 ppm

•^FCPP = 6-1 Hz

^PCF = ^2-0 H-

6 = 2.14 ppm

d = doublet, q = quartet
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(8)
[(CH3)2As]2PCF .

The compound is a pale yellow liquid with a

vapor pressure of 0.5 Torr at 24°C.

F["'"H] NMR (Figure 17) con-

sisted of a doublet centered at 41.0 ppm with J-ppp = 36 Hz.

The

reaction is essentially quantitative and the product has been shown
by Cowley

(8)

to be an insertion product analogous to [(CH3)^P]„PCF .

Reaction of (C„F^P). with Me,P„
2 2> 4
4 2
In a reaction analogous to that with (CF.P),, (C^F^P), was
3 4
2 5 4
reacted with Me,P„ in a sealed glass ampule. After an initial
reaction time of two hours the product mixture began to yellow
visibly and was then frozen until
by

31
P NMR could be run.

Analysis

31 1
P[ H] NMR (Figure 18) showed two sets of phosphorus peaks.

One

set was attributed to the center P atom in the triphosphine (CH^)^PP(C2F )-P(CH„)- and was identified as a doublet of doublets of
triplets of quartets.

The other set was assigned to an overlap of

the two outside P atoms which are not magnetically equivalent but
show almost identical spectra.

Chemical shift and coupling constant

parameters are shown below (Table

8 ) . As in the case with the

insertion reaction of (CF3P)/ with Me^P2 this product is an insertion product and shows the similar property of hindered rotation
around the phosphorus-phosphorus bonds.

This compound also proved

to be unstable at room temperature indicating the stability of this
type of compound is lowered by the addition of larger R groups.
This is to be expected due to the large degree of steric crowding
in this type of triphosphine.
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CF,
CH 3\
rM
As-P-As

CH,

CH.

CH,

JFCP^

36

Hz

[^H]

y,,^^^%^A^

Figure 17.

19 1
F[ Hj NMR spectrum of Bis[dimethylarsino]trifluoromethylphosphine .
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TABLE 8
31
[(CH )2P]2PCF2CF
P NMR Parameters

CF2CF3
y ^a

CH„
/

^ \

P
m

CH3'

^a
—

CH^
\

/

^

P^
X

^CH3

P ,P
m

X

6 = 10.9 ppm

6 = 58.5 ppm

J

= 290.6

doublet of multiplets

= 250.1

(could not be resolved)

a m
J
a X

JpCF =32.5
^PCCF =12.1
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Hydrolysis of Phosphorus-Phosphorus Bonds
Hydrolysis of [(CH3)2P]2PCF3
Neutral water hydrolysis of [(CB.^)^?].^?CY

proceeded at room

temperature, with reaction times of from one hour to one day, to
produce the compounds dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine,
(CH3)2P-P(CF3)H; dimethylphosphinic acid, (CH3) P(0)OH; and dimethylphosphine, (CH3)^PH according to the reaction sequence:

> (CH3)2P-P(CF3)H + (CH3)2POH

[(CH3)2P]2PCF3 + H2O

2(CH3)2P0H

^ (CH3)2P(0)0H + (CH3)2PH

(1)

(2)

Dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine is a clear, air-sensitive
liquid having a vapor pressure at 25 C of 19 Torr.
spectrum (Figure 19:) yields two sets of peaks.
the expected doublet of quartets (Table 9).

Its

P[ H] NMR

Each set gives

19
F NMR spectra (Figure

20) showed a doublet of triplets when proton coupled and a doublet
of doublets when proton decoupled.
upfield from CFCl

The chemical shift was 43.7 ppm

with coupling constants for Jp^p

= 45 Hz, Jp^pp

=

"
a
x
H NMR (Figure 21) showed a complex multiplet at

J
= 11 Hz.
FCPH

1.36 ppm downfield from TMS for the methyl protons and a doublet
of doublets of quartets for the unique proton centered at 3.88 ppm
downfield from TMS with coupling constants, J^p
12 Hz, and J
HPP

= 11 Hz. The greater resolution afforded by

X

19

H NMR

and J^-p^-^ which could not be

allows the distinction between J^pp
seen in

= 200 Hz, Jj^p^p =

X

F NMR.

The vapor phase molecular weight value of 156 g/mol

matched closely the calculated value of 162 (error 3.7%).

Unlike

most unsyrametric diphosphines this compound is stable indefinitely at
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^ = -13. 7 ppm
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F NMR spectrum of Dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine.
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TABLE 9
(CH )2P-P(CF )H •^•'•P NMR Parameters
CH.

CF_
P-P

^ X
/

CH3
P

a
\

H
P

a

X

d of q

d of q

6 = 51.7 ppm

6 = 68.5 ppm

Jp p

^P P

= 198 Hz

Jp CF = ^5 Hz
a

d = doublet, q = quartet

= 1^^ ^^

Jp pcp = 11 Hz
X
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room temperature or exposure to light.
(CH3)2P-P(CF )H has also been reacted with an excess of
BF J -Et^O
to produce an acid-base adduct.
^

Since an excess of BF.
3

was present it was im.possible to tell if one or both of the phosphorus atoms acts as a Lewis base site.
Dimethylphosphinic acid, produced in this reaction by the
decomposition of the intermediate (CH3) POH, is a white crystalline
solid which sublimes in vacuo at 60°C.
a

31

•^ This compound yields

P NMR (Figure 22) centered at -51.4 ppm of a heptet (J

14 Hz) which upon

PCH

H decoupling collapses to a sharp singlet.

H

NMR gives the expected doublet with J__^ = 14 Hz and centered at
PCH
2.0 ppm from TMS.

Mass spectra data obtained under an inert atmos-

phere showed the parent peak (mass 94) as the 100% peak and the
ion CH

P(0)0H"^

(mass 79) at 99%.

Dimethylphosphine is a clear, low boiling, liquid produced
by the decomposition of (CH3)2?0H.

Its

"'"P NMR^"^ -^ (Figure 23)

shows the expected doublet of heptets which decouple to a sharp
singlet.
and J

PCH

The chemical shift is 99.7 ppm with coupling J
= 190 Hz
Fn
= 3.6 Hz. Proton NMR yields a doublet of doublets and a

doublet of heptets for the unique proton and the six equivalent
protons, respectively.
Hydrolysis of (CH3)2P-P(CF3)H
Dimethylphosphinotrfluoromethylphosphine, (CH3)2P-P(CF3)H, is
quantitatively hydrolyzed by neutral water at room temperature to
yield trifluoromethylphosphine, dimethylphosphine, and dimethylphosphinic acid in a 2:1:1 ratio according to the equations:
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31

PNMR
(CIl3)2P(0)OH
--

-51.4 ppm

Jprp- 1^ H^

[^H]

31
Figure 22.

P NMR spectrum of Dimethylphosphinic acid,

70

31
D

NM R

(Cn'O.p-

4%^M^»WW Ww*?W^f?'

Figure 23.

31
P NMR spectrum of Dimethylphosphine.
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(CH3)2P-P(CF3)H + H2O
2(CH3)2POH

> CF3PH2 + (CH3)2POH

>• (CH3)2P(0)OH + (CH3)2PH

If an excess of water is used, dimethylphosphine oxide is also seen
in the product mixture.

Trifluoromethylphosphine is a clear low

boiling liquid which was identified by its very characteristic
19

31
F, and

H,

(24)

P NMR

(Figures 24, 25 and 26). This reaction proceeds

only along the path to give the above

products

and at no time are

products from H2O attack on the phosphorus with the CF

group seen,

i.e., CF3P(0H)H, which is indicative of this type of hydrolysis
reaction.
Hydrolysis of [(CH )2As] PCF
In an analogous fashion to [(CH3) P]2?CF , [(CH ) As]2PCF
is hydrolyzed by a stoichiometric quantity of neutral water to yield
(CH3)2As-P(CF3)H, cacodylic acid, (CH3)2As(0)0H, and dimethylarsine
in a 2:1:1 ratio.

Dimethylarsinotrifluoromethylphosphine is a clear,

air-sensitive liquid which exhibits a

19
F NMR spectrum (Figure 27)

of a doublet of doublets centered at 40.1 ppm with J-^^, = 38 Hz and
J

FCPH

= 12.0 Hz.

Upon proton decoupling the NMR signal collapses

to a sharp doublet due to the elimination of the proton coupling.
This compound, as does its phosphorus analog, contains a chiral phosphorus atom which is notoriously difficult to produce by more conventional synthetic routes.
Hydrolysis of (CH3)2As-P(CF3)H
Again like its phosphorus analog, (CH3)^As-P(CF3)H may be
hydrolyzed quantitatively by neutral water at ambient temperature
to yield CF3PH2, (CH3)2As(0)0H, and (CH3)^AsH in a 2:1:1 ratio.

The
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^2.4 ppm
JFCP= ^5 "^^
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Figure 25.

•^ • i
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19
F NMR spectrum of Trifluoromethylphosphine,
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31

P NMR
CF3PH2

["FI
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Figure 26.

^M.k^

31
P NMR spectrum of Trifluoromethylphosphine,
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= 12 Hz

v^'^Wv

19
F NMR spectrum of Dimethylarsinotrifluoromethylphosphine.
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reaction is carried out in a sealed tube from which the volatile
CF3PH2 and (CH3)2AsH are vacuum transferred into an NMR tube for
analysis.

Both compounds are found to be soluble in CDCl

expected NMR signals.

and give

Again no oxygen-phosphorus products were seen

which indicates the proton goes to the pnictide which already possesses
a proton, as is expected.
Hydrolysis of Me,P^ and Et,P^
4 2
H 2
The hydrolysis of Me^P2 and St P

proceed in a similar fashion

to produce R2PH and R2P(0)0H, R = Me or Et, in quantitative yields.
With both systems little or no reaction is seen at room temperature.
However, when the temperature is raised to 100°C for Me,P^ and 150°C
4 2
for Et P2 the reactions are rapid.

H NMR gives the following

results (Table 10):
TABLE 10
Diphosphine Hyd:rolysis NMR Parameters
6^H
Me2PH
Me2P(0)0H
Et2PH
Et2P(0)0H

1.2, 3.2

JpH^«^^
190

2.0

^PCH(^^>
3.6

25

14.3

22

1.0,1.42,5.1 210
1.1, 1.41

Reference

20
————

•41

Miscellaneous Reactions of Phosphorus Compounds
A number of photochemical reactions involving phosphorus containing compounds were tried which were not successful.

These

reactions included the reaction of Ph P with methyl iodide, the reaction
of Me-P by mercury-assisted photolysis, the reaction of P,^I, with
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methyl iodide, and the reaction of Me.P^ with cyclohexene.

In all

of these reactions no identifiable products were seen and if any
reaction did occur, polymeric materials were the only products.
From this general survey it was decided that further work in this
general area- would not be profitable.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION
Ring Sizes of Perfluoroalkyl Cyclopolyphosphines
Ring size determination of cyclopolyphosphines, along with
identifying the factors giving rise to the various ring sizes, have
confounded researchers in this area from the time of their discovery.
'

^^^

Not until the work of Smith and Mills

was there a simple method

for determining the ring size(s) produced for various ring forming
reactions.

Still the factors responsible for the formation of

various ring sizes have not been determined with certainty.
In the production of alkylcyclopolyphosphines the major factor
in determining stable ring sizes seems to be one of steric interactions.

This may be seen as a subtle play-off of R group-R group

and lone pair-lone pair repulsions against ring strain (see Figure
1).

When the alkyl group is unbranched the five-membered ring is

produced.

However, if the alkyl group is branched at the carbon

attached to the phosphorus a four-membered ring is produced. For
highly electronegative groups such as perfluoroalkyls, the situation
seems to be more complex. With these compounds multiple ring sizes
are often seen in initial product mixtures with one ring size being
thermodynamically preferred.

We undertook the synthesis of the per-

fluoroisopropyl derivative because of its bulky nature and high
electronegativity with the hope of shedding some light on the
important factors giving rise to multiple ring sizes in perfluorinated
cyclopolyphosphines.
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Tris[heptafluoroisopropyl]cyclotriphosphine proved to be a
very unusual compound.

For this coupling reaction produces only

one ring size. The fact that the perfluoroisopropyl group yields
only a three-membered ring makes it unique as does the fact that
over long periods of time no other ring sizes are formed.
A general look at trends in perfluorocyclopolyphosphines
shows us that from a ring strain

standpoint these compounds would

rather exist as four-membered rings. This can be seen clearly in
Table 11. For the compounds which exist as multiple ring sizes
the four-membered ring, while not always initially the most favored
product, is the final product if these compounds are allowed to
reach equilibrium.

This indicates that the interplay of ring strain

TABLE 11
Sizes of Perfluorocyclopolyphosphines and

0.0

31 1
P['H] (ppm)

75.0

(C2VU

^V5^^3

72.9

145.1

(n-C3F^P)^

(n-C3F^P)3

63.6

141.4
(i-C3F^P)3
130

versus R group-R group and lone pair-lone

pair repulsion reaches a

more favorable balance in the four-membered ring.

The opportunity
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for the R groups to alternate in this ring size undoubtedly plays
an important role here (see Figure 1).
Another important consideration is the comparison of perfluoroalkyl groups to their alkyl analogs. In all cases the ring size
for the perfluoro moiety is smaller by one or two units.

From this

comparison it becomes evident that at least part of the effect
of substituting the more electronegative perfluoro-group is to
relieve ring strain in the molecule by presumably pulling electron
density from the ring.
The effect of increasing the R group size and bulkiness is
another noteworthy factor.
increasing the bulkiness

As is the case with alkyl derivatives,
(size) of the R group in perfluoroalkyls

yields smaller ring sizes. Due to the added effect of the fluorines
the crossover from five- to four-membered ring size is with much
smaller R groups and we now find the three-membered group becoming
more pronounced.
Although uncommon in 31P chemical shifts, there is a direct
correlation in these compounds between size and chemical shift.
As seen from the previous table the different ring sizes give
drastically different chemical shfts. This has been noted by Smith
and Mills

and all of the perfluorinated cyclopolyphosphines fit

their predictions nicely.

We also see in these compounds a linear

correlation between R group size and chemical shifts. This shift
may be attributed to a change in s_ character around the phosphorus
nuclei; however, this is a rather simplified approach and further
work is needed to determine its validity.
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Clearly, it can be seen that perfluoroalkyl groups have a
dramatic effect upon ring size production in cyclopolyphosphines.
The large group electronegativity along with the bulkiness of
these groups have given rise to a variety of three-membered rings.
With the largest R group, heptafluoroisopropyl, we have found the
first stable three-membered ring and can expect R groups of similar
size and electronegativity to yield comparable ring sizes.
Ring Interconversion of (C_F_P)- to (C^F^P),
z—i—J
2—>—4
Ultraviolet spectroscopic measurements show that (C_F P)_ gives
a maximum at 222 nm and exhibits at this wavelength an extinction coefficient of 2685.

(C„F_P)^ at this wavelength has an extinction

coefficient of less than 100. With this in mind an experiment
was designed to monitor the rate of conversion of (C„F P) to
(C^F^P) by UV techniques at 222 nm to determine the rate of change
of the (C„F P) concentration.

A number of samples of freshly

purified (C^F^P)^ in varying concentrations in cyclohexane solvent
were prepared for this purpose. However, when these samples were
run a number of problems became evident which prevent high quality
data to be obtained from UV analysis of this ring interconversion.
The problems in this experiment stemmed from the great air and
water sensitivity of the ring. With experimental conditions dictat-4
ing a molar concentration of near 1 X 10 M of ring even,the smallest
amount of air or moisture ruined the sample. Also, due to the great
affinity of this type of compound to be absorbed to stopcock grease,
determinin<:^ exact concentrations in this range was very difficult.
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Of numerous attempts at sample preparation we obtained one
set of data which we felt was accurate.

This data, obtained from

a sample of 2.34 X lO"^ M ring in cyclohexane was run at 10°,
45 , and 55 C and indicated the reaction to be a first-order
(ring opening) process yielding rate constants of 5.85 X 10~^ s'""",
1.48 X 10

s

, and 3.57 X 10~^ s""^, respectively.

limited data we calculated the energy of activation
be 16.8

From this
E

to

and ilH' to be 17.4 Kcal/mol.

Due to the great difficulty in measuring the kinetic parameters of this process by UV techniques we now feel that ^"''P[''"^F]
FT NMR would be a superior way to study this problem.

The use

of larger concentrations and the greater ease of preparing sealed
samples should eliminate the problems encountered using UV techniques.
Photochemical Reactions of Cyclopolyphosphines
It has been proposed that the thermal excitation of cyclopoly(37)
phosphines produces phosphinidenes.

That is, the ring is homo-

lytically broken into individual RP units.

Each RP unit would

therefore have either two lone pairs or one lone pair and two unpaired electrons.
usin<?

This prediction was made from reaction products

indirect evidence to support it. We have now looked into

the photochemical generation of the proposed RP unit.
Irradiation of a 1.0 mM

solution of (t-BuP), in solid cyclo-

hexane (-196°C) with a high pressure mercury arc lamp produces an
immediate yellow color.

If, after a few minutes the lamp is

extinguished the yellow color fades rapidly to leave a clear
solution.

This pale color formation during irradiation leads us
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to conclude that phosphorus radicals are being produced in this
reaction.

The immediate clearing of the solution after irradiation

is stopped also supports this hypothesis.
In an attempt to utilize the phosphinidene group as a reactive
intermediate we irradiated mixtures of (CF„P), with the alkyl iodides
CH3I and CF_I. Both of the mixtures were checked before irradiation
and it was found that no reaction occurred over long periods of time
at room temperature.

However, when irradiation was initiated an

immediate reaction was evident from rapid coloration of the solution.
The reactions were run for 4 to 6 hours and analysis of the resulting
volatile products showed a mixture of all possible scrambling
products with the largest yields being for the iodophosphines (see
Tables 2 and 3 ) .
There is also evidence in cyclopolyphosphine chemistry of ring
opening reactions to form chain-type diradical. It has been shown
that (PhP) reacts with 1,3-butadiene to form the heterocyclic rings
seen below

(38)
. The mechanism is proposed to be a radical attack

.P—[PR]3—P- +

/

>

^

f/ = ^ \
,p.p.

p
R

p—p
R R

on the double bond on the butadiene. Also reported in the literature
is the thermal reaction of CF3CECCF3 with (CF P)

This reaction
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requires both high temperature and long reaction times (170°C, 70
hours).

However, if this reaction is accomplished by gas phase

photolysis, dramatically different conditions are needed.

Irradia-

tion with a mercury-arc lamp for 6 hours will produce the same
products, with similar yields as the much more energy consuming
thermal reaction.
Thus, the prospects for photochemical synthetic techniques
seem to be boundless. Cyclopolyphosphines have been shown to undergo radical exchange reactions, addition across multiple bonds, and
are thought to produce phosphinidenes upon irradiation.

Clearly,

this synthetic route is promising but a great deal of work needs to
be done in this area before general tendencies and reaction conditions can be generalized for these types of reactions.
Phosphinidene Reactions
The chemistry of the phosphinidene group dates to its discovery
by Burg^^^'^^^ in the reaction of trimethyIphosphine and (CF3P)^.
He determined the product to be the acid-base adduct Me3P:—• PCF3.
(8)
The use of the CF P group was then studied by Cowley

who found

that the CF P group did not always act as a Lewis acid but also
inserted into phosphorus-phosphorus and arsenic-arsenic bonds in
Me P

and Me^As

42

to yield [Me2P]2PCF3 and [Me2As]2PCF3, respectively.

4f Z

We have reinvestigated the action of perfluoroalkylphosphinidenes
on P-P bonds to determine the generality of this insertion reaction
and to investigate the possible synthesis of diphosphine-phosphinidene
adducts.

Thus, the reaction of Me^P2 with (CF3P)^ produces [Me2P]2PCF3
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and

good yields as reported by Cowley.

A close look at both the

19 1
F[ H]

31 1
P[ H] NMR data shows no sign of any phosphinidene adduct

formation.

The reaction of Me,As_ with (CF„P), was also reinvestigated

and no phosphinidene type products could be detected.

The reaction

was then run with Et,P^ and (CF P) but with no phosphinidene insertion seen.

The products were identified as two rotationally

locked isomers of the adduct Et P-P(Et)i^—> PCF . Identification
19 1
was made on the basis of

F[ H] NMR which showed two sets of peaks

each being a doublet of doublets. This data when compared to chemical
shift and coupling constant data for the compound Me_P«'—*PCF„ lead us
to assignment of these compounds as gauche and trans rotamers.
Rotational isomerization in diphosphines has been studied previously
by Harris and co-workers

who found that with alkyl diphosphines

two forms of the gauche rotamers were seen when the temperature was
lowered enough to freeze rotation around the P-P bond. However,
when perfluorinated alkyl groups were present the trans isomer was
also seen.
In another reaction, Bu.P

was reacted with (CF P)..

The

19 1
F[ H]

NMR spectrum of the products again exhibited two doublets of doublets
with chemical shift and coupling constants very similar to those
seen for the Et,P2 reaction.
compounds.

P[ n] NMR was also obtained for these

The spectrum showed two overlaping doublets of quartets

centered at 20.1 and 25.1 ppm.

These resonances showed coupling
19
constants identical to those found for the
F resonances and were
attributed to the two phosphinidene phosphorus nuclei of the gauche
and trans rotational isomers for the compound Bu2P-P(Bu)j, 'PCF in
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a completely analogous fashion to the ethyl derivative.
To further test the generality of this reaction type we have
also looked at the reaction of Me,P^ with (C^F^P),. In this case
4 z
2 5 4
31
only the insertion product was seen.
P NMR showed a doublet of
doublets of triplets of quartets centered at 10.9 ppm for the unique
phosphorus and two overlapping doublets of multiplets for the nonmagnetically equivalent outside phosphorus nuclei centered at 58
ppm.
From this data we can see that the tendency toward insertion
over adduct formation is enhanced by small R groups on the diphosphine.

In all cases insertion takes place for methyl derivatives

and adduct formation for larger groups.

However, we predict that

adduct formation also takes place with the methyl derivatives but
rearranges rapidly to the more stable insertion product.

Perhaps

the larger size of the ethyl and butyl groups hinders this rearrangement process.

At any rate, the reaction tendencies seem to be

general and we predict similar results with diarsine and mixed
dipnictides.

Hydrolysis of P-P Bonds
It has been reported by various workers that hydrolytic cleavage
of P-P bonds in substituted diphosphines does not happen at room
(41 42)
temperature. *

Other workers have reported this hydrolysis

(9)
to be easily accomplished in HCl or water.
to be true in certain cases.

We find both statements

The neutral water hydrolysis of

symmetrical diphosphines are indeed sluggish or non-existant reactions
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at room temperature.

These reactions, however, may be pushed to

completion with elevated temperatures. We have also found the
hydrolysis of uns3mmietrical diphosphines proceeds rapidly and
quantitatively at room temperature in neutral water.
Hydrolysis of ^^,^n

in neutral water proceeds very slowly at

room temperature to produce Me^PH and Me P(0)OH in low yield. After
three days at room temperature less than half of the Me.P^ was
consumed.

If this same reaction is run at 100 C the reaction is

complete within one hour and produces a nearly quantitative yield.
Similar results are seen with Et,P-. Room temeprature hydrolysis
produces almost no reaction over several days.

If, however, the

reaction mixture is heated an immediate reaction is seen with total
conversion to Et^PH and Et2P(0)0H within one day. These results
are consistent with those of Bennett, et. al.(43) who found that
(CF^),?^ hydrolyzes at 100 C in neutral water or in dilute HCl to
yield (CF3)2PH and (CF3)2P(0)0H
Hydrolysis of unsymmetric P-P bonds has proven to be a much
easier task.

The neutral water hydrolysis of [(CH3)2P]2PCF3 is a

very fast and quantitative reaction at room temperature producing
(CH ) P-P(CF )H, (CH3)2PH, and (CH3)2P(0)0H with reaction times of
about one hour.

The (CH3)2P-P(CF3)H produced is one of only a

few known diphosphines of the type R2P-PR'R" and was found to be indefinitely stable in anhydrous solvent or neat. This compound is also
one of very few known chiral phosphines, i.e., a P(III) atom attached
to three different groups and having one lone pair of electrons.
With the recent interest in unsymmetrical diphosphines this reaction
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may prove to be a stepping stone to the study of a variety of chiral
phosphines.

(CH3)2P-P(CF„)H is also hydrolyzed quantitatively by

neutral water.

This reaction was much slower than that of its

precursor, producing CF PH2, (CH )2PH, and (CH ) P(0)OH.

It is

significant to note that no CF PH» is seen in the previous reaction.
This indicates that the triphosphine hydrolysis occurs at a much
greater rate and to the exclusion of hydrolysis of the diphosphine
produced.

This demonstrates both the tendency of more substituted

P-P bonds to hydrolyze faster and the stability of the diphosphine
produced.

It has also been reported that phosphines containing

perfluoro-groups are more susceptable to hydrolysis.(41)

Our results

for these two compounds are in complete agreement with those
findings.
We have extended this knowledge of P-P bond hydrolysis by looking
at the reaction of P-As bonds with water.
hydrolysis of [(CH )2As]2PCF

The neutral water

occurs au room temperature to produce

(CH ) As-P(CF )H, (CH3)2AsH, and (CH3)2As(0)OH.

The reaction time

is approximately two hours and the products are all stable.
(CH )

AG-P(CF

)H

The

produced is another example of an unsymnctric and

chiral phosphine and has similar properties to the analogous diphosphine.

This product may be further hydrolyzed by the addition

of another equivalent of water, but this hydrolysis was much slower,
having a reaction time of one day or more.

The products were CF3PH2,

(CH ) AsH, and (CH )2As(0)0H as was expected by analogy to the triphosphine hydrolysis series.
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Miscellaneous Phosphine Reactions
In an attempt to examine general reaction tendencies in
phosphorus containing compounds, a number of photochemical reactions
were undertaken with phosphines and diphosphines as reactants.

In

general these reactions produced either a great many products or
showed only decomposition upon exposure to ultraviolet radiation.
The photolysis of triphenylphosphine with methyl iodide was
accomplished in excess methyl iodide as a solvent.

After irradia-

tion for an extended time period no reaction products were seen.
This was also true of the mercury-assisted photolysis of trimethylphosphine.

Direct radiation of Me»P produces no reaction.

We

felt however, that the addition of mercury vapor, which produces a
high concentration of excited mercury atoms, would promote the
breaking of P-C bonds in this compound and possibly produce diphosphine
products.

After extended irradiation of the Me3P-mercury vapor

mixture no reaction of any kind was seen.
We have also examined the reaction of P^I, and Me.P^ using
z 4
4 2
photochemical techniques.

In the reaction of Pjl/ with methyl

iodide the solution became dark red colored immediately after
irradiation began.

However, after a short period of time, pol3rmeric

material began to form on the walls of the reactor and upon
upon analysis no identifiable products could be detected.
was also the case in the reaction of -e P

This

x^7ith cyclohexene.

It

has been reported that the diphosphine P^^A will add across double
bonds.

We found however that our reaction produced no simple

addition products.
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Photochemical reactions involving phosphorus containing compounds
is a subject which has known little attention. We feel the area
holds great promise but it is clear that much more work is needed
in this area before it may be used as a standard synthetic technique.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The production and reactions of compounds containing phosphorusphosphorus bonds has proven to be an interesting and informative
area of study.

By examining a number of cyclic phosphines, tri-

phosphines, and diphosphines we have been able to determine a number
of general tendencies involved in the preparations and reactions
of these compounds in this area of phosphorus chemistry.
Perfluoroalkylcyclopolyphosphines are known to exist in three-,
four-, and five-membered rings with a given perfluoroalkyl group
usually exhibiting two ring sizes. The factors which determine the
ring size(s) produced for a given reaction have been examined, and
it was found that the steric bulk and the high electronegativity of
the perfluoralkyl group favors formation of small ring sizes while
the ring strain in the molecule favors formation of larger ring sizes
Thus, for small groups such as CF3, four- and five-membered rings
are seen. However, as the R group size is increased, smaller ring
sizes are produced, until the perfluoroisopropyl group is reached.
Perfluoroisopropylcyclotriphosphine was shown to be the first stable
three-membered ring.

In reactions where several ring sizes are

produced, one ring size will be thermally favored.

The kinetic

investigation of one of these systems has shown this ring interconversion to be a first-order process involving the opening of the
ring.
The reaction of trimethylphosphine with the (CF3P), ring has
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been shown to produce the phosphinidene adduct Me^jP,'-)- PCF . We have
investigated this ti^pe of reaction with tetraalkyldiphosphines in
place of Me3P and find that this reaction obtains for tetraethyl and
tetra-n-butyl diphosphines to produce the mono adducts R^P-P(R) :->
PCF3, R = ethyl and n-butyl. However, if tetramethyldiphosphine is
used the insertion product Me^P-P(CF_)-PMe_ is formed. When (C^F^P),
2
3
^
2 5 4
is substituted for (CF P) , the analogous product Me P-P(C2F )-PMe
is seen.
The triphosphine Me„P-P(CF.j)-PMe_ has been reported by Cowley,
et. al. to form the reaction of Me_P-PMe- with (CF.,P) . We find
2
2
3 n
that unlike most P-P bonds, the P-P bond in Me2P-P(CF )-PMe

is

easily and quantitatively hydrolyzed by neutral water at ambient
temperature to form the unsymmetric diphosphine H(CF3)P-PMe^ which
is indefinitely stable in dry solution or neat. H(CF^)P-PMe

also

hydrolyzes in neutral water, but more slowly than its precursor.
The compound Me2As-P(CF-)-AsMe2 hydrolyzes in an analogous fashion
to the triphosphine to form H(CF3)P-AsMe2.
Photochemical reactions involving phosphorus containing
compounds have been investigated and were found to be a convenient
method for preparing a number of organophosphorus compounds.
Thus (CF P ) , reacts with CF3C=CCF3 to produce the hetrocyclic rings
1,2,3,4-tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4-diphosphacyclobutene and
1,2,3,4,5-pentakis(trifluoromethyl)-3,4,5-triphosphacyclopentene.
(CF P)/ also reacts with methyl and trifluoromethyl iodide to produce
the scrambled products, R P I

, x = 1-3, R = CH- or CF .
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From these examples we can see that general tendencies are
clearly evident for these types of compounds; however, it is also
evident from this work that much is yet to be learned in the area
of chemistry of phosphorus-phosphorus bonds.
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